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a b s t r a c t

In the past decade, intelligent transportation systems have emerged as an efficient way
of improving transportation services, while machine learning has been the key driver
that created scopes for numerous innovations and improvements. Still, most machine
learning approaches integrate paradigms that fell short of providing cost-effective and
scalable solutions. This work employs long short-term memory to detect congestion by
capturing the long-term temporal dependency for short-term public bus travel speed
prediction to detect congestion. In contrast to existing methods, we implement our
solution as incremental learning that is superior to traditional batch learning, enabling
efficient and sustainable congestion detection. We examine the real-world efficacy of our
prototype implementation in Pécs, the fifth largest city of Hungary, and observed that
the incrementally updated model can detect congestion of up to 82.37%. Additionally,
we find our solution to evolve sufficiently over time, implying diverse real-world
practicability. The findings emerging from this work can serve as a basis for future
improvements to develop better public transportation congestion detection.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The quality of life and living standards in large cities depend substantially on the efficiency of their transportation
ystems, which move people, goods, and services between various locations. However, as global urbanization continues,
opulation densities in cities inevitably increase [1]. One consequence of this trend is a continuous and rapid growth
n the number of vehicles on the roads, leading to one of the most pressing problems faced by modern cities: traffic
ongestion [2]. Congestion has several adverse effects on economic productivity, environmental quality, and safety,
ncluding worsened safety conditions, higher fuel consumption, increased air pollution, and raised costs of goods and
ervices [3–7]. Rapid and real-time detection and prediction of traffic congestion is, therefore, a critical task.
The past decade has led to significant advances in solving complex tasks through machine learning (ML), and traffic

ongestion was no exception. Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) have emerged as an efficient way of improving the
erformance of transportation and enhancing travel security [2]. ITS typically detects and predicts congestion based on
he analysis of trajectory data [3], which are characterized by being generated from multiple sources and devices and
ontinuously transmitted in a variety of formats. Still, most ML approaches integrate disruptive technology paradigms
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falling short of providing a cost-effective, scalable, and real-time ITS [8]. The structure of traditional machine learning
algorithms (MLA) is often complex [9], while training a high-performance model is typically time-demanding [10].
Additionally, they also lack proper capacity scalability and sustainability [11]. Public transport traffic is dynamic, with its
volume and heterogeneity continuously increasing. Consequently, storage and computing resource consumption of MLAs
is challenging to keep at a sustainable level [12]. Additionally, with the perpetually changing nature of measurement
data, the traditional ML-driven models often get outdated. As a result, they often come short of abstracting the real
world properly. Thus, developing models suitable for real-time data flow analysis to maintain adaptability, efficiency,
and scalability are in great demand.

This present work aims to overcome the limitations of traditional ML approaches under-explored in current ITS by
mplementing public transport traffic flow congestion detection through incremental learning (IL) [13–16]. Specifically, it
nvestigates the feasibility of IL for real-time, adaptive, and scalable public transport congestion detection. IL is employed
ia long short-term memory (LSTM) to detect congestion by capturing the long-term temporal dependency for short-term
ublic bus travel speed prediction. The key question to be addressed in our research are: How to design a proper workflow
n conformity with the IL paradigm? Quantitatively, what is the efficacy of such an IL methodology in a real-world application?

We examine the real-world efficacy of our solution in Pécs, the fifth largest city in Hungary. Based on the evaluation,
he incrementally updated model detects congestion with an accuracy of up to 82.37%. Furthermore, we also assessed
he capability of the model to evolve over time and found that, depending on the frequency of iterations, the accuracy of
ravel speed estimation can ramp up to 221.46% by as little as over a period of six days, implying the diverse applicability
f our solution. Additionally, its resource consumption yielded comparable results to that required by traditional learning,
howing promise for more efficient application in constrained environments. Moreover, our proposed solution is adaptive
owards high accuracy, scalable, and operates in real-time. It can reduce resource consumption while providing a more
eliable basis for congestion detection to improve public transport services, while in terms of scalability, the incrementally
pdated model expands in tandem with streaming data dimensions for model evolution and faster convergence. The
ovelty of this work lies in the following factors:

• We design a framework for public transport congestion detection via IL as a viable alternative to the existing
traditional ML-based solution.

• We provide a methodology for incremental model training to yield high accuracy and adaptability.
• We compare the resource utilization of our solution to traditional machine learning employed across existing works

to assist researchers and professionals in identifying critical factors that may impact their selection of the used
methodology.

To the best of our knowledge, this present work is the first to approach the problem domain from this perspective,
s no work has been carried out to date on incremental learning-based congestion detection using public bus trajectory
ata. Beyond the scope of this present work, the findings emerging from our research can fuel future improvements in
ravel-time and reliability estimation, arrival time prediction, and bus bunching and on-time performance estimation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief background including congestion control,
ncremental learning and related work. Section 3 presents our IL-based approach for traffic congestion detection. Section 4
iscusses the results achieved through rigorous examination of the efficacy of our approach. Finally, in Section 6 we
onclude this paper and provide the intended directions of future research.

. Background and related work

During the last decade, the methodological landscape of traffic congestion has gradually integrated a wide variety of
ethods into congestion detection. In what follows, we briefly overview them in the context relevant to this paper.

.1. Trajectory data

A vehicle trajectory is a path generated by a moving vehicle in space [17], and vehicle trajectory data record the
ovement of individual vehicles [18]. The relationship between traffic speed, flow rate, and density obtained from

rajectories can help to examine traffic conditions better within arbitrarily chosen regions [19]. Thus, such data continue
o show steady gain in popularity for a wide range of applications, including travel time estimation [20], driver behavior
rofiling [21], and traffic flow forecasting.
Trajectory data are typically gathered via image and video processing and mobile sensing. The former is slowly felling

ut of favor due to its substantial data-processing efforts and proneness to low video and image quality errors [22]. On the
ther hand, the popularity of mobile sensing is steadily increasing [23], which stems from the proliferation of smartphones
aving at least two location providers — cellular/WiFi and Global Positioning System (GPS). Mobile phone location data
re deemed valid for traffic sensing purposes, capable of detecting various events on the roads rapidly [24]. Additionally,
echnological advancements have extended the capabilities of in-vehicle sensors and on-board units to also periodically

eport trajectory data along with other readings such as traffic volume, speed, and road segment occupancy [25,26].

2
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2.2. Traffic congestion

Traffic congestion is essentially comprised of three components [27]: intensity (amount), extent (area or network
overage), and duration (how long it lasts). Broadly speaking, congestion occurs when vehicle space occupancy (for
xample, on roadways, sidewalks, and transit lines) reaches an unacceptable level of delay. Assume congestion is expressed
s the number of vehicles per unit length of roadway; then, as space occupancy increases, the speed of movement
ecreases, entailing congestion [27]. However, ‘the difference in travel times experienced during busy and lightly traffic
eriods’, ‘the ratio of actual and uncongested travel times’, and ‘actual versus uncongested travel times rates’ [27] are also
ll valid and well-grounded definitions of congestion.
In this work, we limit our discussion to speed and congestion indices, however, it is noteworthy that other indices

uch as travel rate, delay, and level of services are also valid and frequently used measures for quantifying the level of
ongestion [28–30].

.2.1. Speed
Speed reduction index (SRI) and speed performance index (SPI) are two measures for determining congestion via traffic

peed [31,32]. SRI is given as the ratio of the relative speed change between congested and free-flow conditions [28],
xpressed as

SRI = (1 −
vact

vffs
) × 10, (1)

where vact denotes the actual travel speed and vffs indicates the free-flow speed threshold whose typical values include
the average speed of the off-peak period and the 85th percentile of the off-peak speed. The ratio ranges between 0 and
10, while congestion is considered when SRI exceeds 4 or 5 [33].

SPI is determined by the ratio between the vehicle speed and the maximum permissible speed [28], formally

SPI = (
vavg

vmax
) × 100, (2)

where vavg denotes the average travel speed and vmax indicates the maximum permissible road speed. SPI ranges from 0
to 100 while the traffic state-levels are typically determined using three thresholds [28]: heavy congestion for anything
below 25, mild congestion between 25 and 50, smooth traffic from 50 to 75, and very smooth over 75.

2.2.2. Congestion indices
Relative congestion index (RCI) is estimated as

RCI =
Tact − Tfft

Tfft
, (3)

where Tact is the actual travel time (estimated as the ratio of spatial length and spatial mean speed) and Tfft is the free-flow
travel time (determined as the ratio of spatial length and free-flow speed) [28,34,35]. RCI of 0 denotes low to no congestion
while values greater than 2 indicates a high congestion level.

Road segment congestion index (RSCI) measures the normal road segment state relative to the duration of the
non-congested state during the observation period [28], expressed as

RSCI =
SPIavg
100

×
tNC
tt

, (4)

where tNC denotes the duration of the non-congested state and tt is the length of the observation period [34,35]. RSCI
anges from 0 to 1 while the smaller value indicates a more congested road segment [28].

.3. Incremental learning

Modern application requirements of traditional ML approaches include the ability of the approach to be trained using
ata streams, reliable performance, short runtime in the face of constrained resources, and lifelong learning [36]. However,
lthough progress has been made towards meeting such capabilities [37], existing ML approaches lack their simultaneous
ulfillment. Incremental learning appears a suitable alternative to overcome these limitations [38]. It is built on the
remise of continuous learning and adaptation, enabling the autonomous incremental development of complex skills
nd knowledge.
In ML context, IL aims to smoothly update the prediction model to account for different tasks and data distributions

hile still being able to re-use and retain knowledge over time. The main difference between both settings is the fact
hat IL provides a continuous iterative process. In contrast, the traditional batch setting is divided into two phases,
raining and testing, that must be repeated every time a model update is necessary. IL can build its prediction capabilities
n top of what was previously learned, amending previous errors and shortcomings while efficiently adapting to new
nvironmental conditions as new data becomes available. This way, the systematic re-training can be avoided, saving
ime and computational resources while maintaining the model’s performance.
3
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Fig. 1. Incremental learning: a sequence of models h1, h2, . . . , ht are developed using batches st of new data with size n, where xit , y
i
t indicate data

i for batch t .

Fig. 1 illustrates IL. The workflow closely follows the generic online IL model [37]. The sequence of models h1, h2, . . . , ht
re developed using batches s1, s2, . . . , st of data stream. Data batches of size n (sn) are used to update the model. To this
nd, they are analogous to data blocks used in traditional (offline) machine learning. However, each new data batch is
sed only once as opposed to traditional learning, where the model is trained with new data through multiple epochs.
ccordingly, st = {(x1t , y

1
t ), . . . , (x

n
t , y

n
t )} ∈ Rp

× {1, . . . ,M} is the set of new data stream blocks, where p indicates data
dimension and M is the number of classes. The model ht : Rp

→ {1, . . . ,M} depends solely on model ht−1 and the most
ecent block of new data st composed of n classes.

Note that we differentiate between online learning and incremental learning. Online learning updates the model using
each incoming data point without storing [39]. Therefore, it can typically manage massive data volumes arriving at a high
rate [40]. IL essentially learns from data batches at explicit intervals typically achieved via micro-batching [41]. Hence,
it can operatively update the model with new data points while maintaining its existing knowledge intact. Besides its
capability of stabilizing the historical knowledge of the model over novel learning, IL can also identify non-recurrent
concept drifts and utilize them for real-time propagation and prediction [40].

2.4. Related work

Vehicular network traffic has been a subject of several research studies over the last decade. Many researchers
have developed methods for various road traffic problems. The efficacy of machine learning for vehicle classification
using roadside sensors has been rigorously examined in [42,43]. The mathematical landscape of methods used for
traffic flow forecasting include Hidden Markov models [44], gradient boosting regression tree [45], artificial neural
networks [46], decision trees [47], support vector machines [48], Long short-term memory (LSTM) [49,50], and Bayes
networks [51]. Recent advances in traffic flow forecasting also include deep learning-based techniques [52–56] and
ensemble approaches [57–60].

Machine learning is undoubtedly primed to overcome the complexity and multi-dimensionality of vehicular road
network data, supported by the increasing volumes of labeled traffic datasets available across many urban areas. Yet,
many techniques to solve various traffic problems fall short of appropriately handling the emerging need for processing
traffic flow data provided by sensor networks and IoT in a streaming and resource-saving manner. There is only a handful
of works aimed at congestion detection based on incremental learning. Noteworthy research is perhaps a trajectory
clustering approach to segment and detect traffic behaviors automatically [8,40], which applies an incremental learning
technique, specifically the Incremental Knowledge Acquiring Self-Learning [61,62] algorithm, to incrementally learn
trajectory clusters and changes over time.

Existing research aimed at solving road traffic problems using public bus data focus on multi-modal contextual sensing
for sub-60 s bus arrival time prediction [63], traffic congestion of road segments between bus stops using self-organizing
map [64], and LSTM-based urban traffic congestion mapping using bus mobility data [65]. Bus trajectory data, along
with publicly available bus schedule data, have also been extensively studied to measure the performance of public
transportation systems by utilizing several metrics, including travel-time reliability, on-time performance, bus bunching,
and travel-time estimation [66–69]. However, no work has been carried out to date on IL-based congestion detection
using public bus trajectory data. To the best of our knowledge, this present paper is the first to tackle closing this gap.

3. Methodology

Fig. 2 shows the high-level overview of the implemented system. Model training runs in a loop. The continuous flow
of trajectory data observed from the buses is stored in a database. During training, available data are first loaded for
pre-processing and then parsed into sequences. Depending on the number of routes being determined, either model
training is called, or the associated LSTM is updated according to the number of inputs and outputs required to handle
the trajectories appropriately. Otherwise, the LSTM remains intact. Once a new model is trained, its efficacy is compared
to the latest model stored in the model database. The comparison is performed using test data. If the model outperforms
the latest model stored in the database, it is stored as the newest model. Otherwise, the newly trained model is discarded.
In what follows, we describe the modules listed above in more detail.
4
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Fig. 2. High-level overview of the system.

Fig. 3. General bus route considered in the present work, where S1, Sn are the terminal stops of the bus line; RSB denotes one road segment between
adjacent bus stops of the bus line; i indicates the index of the bus stop; lr is the length of the RSB r; dti is the bus dwell time; and t tr is the travel
time.

3.1. Average travel speeds of bus routes

Closely following the reference model described by Gu et al. [64], the general bus line considered in this work is of
length l and consists of n bus stops, as shown in Fig. 3. The terminal stops of the bus line are denoted by S1 and Sn, while
RSB indicates one road segment between adjacent bus stops of the bus line. The bus dwell time at bus stop i represents
the time required for passenger alighting and boarding, as depicted in Fig. 3. The bus dwell time and travel time between
adjacent bus stops i and i + 1 were estimated by the method developed by Weng et al. [70].

In light of Section 2.2, the average travel speed (ATS) of RSB r in time interval t is determined as

ATS =
s1 + s2 + · · · + sn

n
, (5)

where sn is the ATS of each bus in RSB r in time interval t and n is the number of buses. The status of the traffic flow is
estimated based on the average speed of each bus in an RSB.

3.2. Trajectory data

Bus trajectory data is an efficient and economical method to monitor the operational condition of the public transit
network, reflect the possible traffic conditions, and evaluate the potential consequences of road infrastructure changes,
such as congestion [64]. The primary source for trajectory datasets is typically global positioning system (GPS) data
usually collected by in-vehicle on-board units. To this end, the input for our congestion detection algorithm is vehicle
GPS trajectories that comprise a sequence of sampled data points with location and timestamp information.

3.3. Pre-processing

Based on the trajectory data obtained from the sensors, continuous curves composed of time series of velocities are
formed for each bus. The granularity of the velocities are determined by the sampling frequency of the sensors. The velocity
values are not normalized in our approach since normalization might bring a bias into the velocities whose minimum and
maximum are unknown considering the continuous flow of trajectory data at any given time (it is oblivious to assume that
the typical maximum speed of 50 km/h is not exceeded by buses in practice, especially during night services). Fig. 4 depicts
5
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Fig. 4. Generating time series from bus trajectory data.

Fig. 5. Imputing missing data points.

the schematic diagram of the mapping from the trajectory data into continuous curves of time series in the coordinate
system.

We would ordinarily assume that all data points are available between two observations. However, this is seldom
the case, while the missing data points might often represent critical information reflecting the operational condition of
traffic flows. Such a scenario is depicted in Fig. 5, where data points [ti+2, ti+5] represent missing values in the series of
ti, ti+1, ti+6. Since such data points might not be recoverable in every case (due to errors in the underlying measurement
instrumentation), we specify a threshold T , which determines the maximum affordable error between two samples. If the
observed sample tj − ti ≤ T ; j, i ∈ Z+, i ≤ j is within this limit, a liner movement is assumed between the two points,
as depicted in Fig. 5. Otherwise, if the data point exceeds this threshold, assuming a uniform deceleration of the bus, the
velocity of the bus is mapped to zero.

Suppose that all missing data points were appropriately addressed (or no missing points were present in the samples),
the time series is formed by the combination of those bus trajectory data points that travel the same route, expressed as

Ri =

∑ni
j=0 Bij

ni
, Ri ⊂ {Bi0, Bi1, Bi2, . . . }, (6)

where Ri denotes the ith route, Bij indicates the jth bus traveling route i, whose numbering starts from zero, and ni
denotes the number of buses traveling route Ri. Fig. 6 demonstrates how such routes are formed. As a result, the bus
routes combined in this way are mapped to a common interpretation domain, i.e. Ri, which denotes hereinafter the ATS
alculated for the ith route.
The individual time series are aligned according to the sampling moments. This is necessary for a coherent operation

o avoid bus time series that are skewed in time relative to the routes. Additionally, data with the same windows must
e used for training, that is, all the routes relevant for model training should be of the same length. This is necessary to
nsure that the input is of sufficient size, required for transformation in later steps. If the lengths are not matching, the
horter ones are padded with zeros.

.4. Data storage

Our methodology employs two databases: one for storing generated models and the other for temporarily storing
rajectory data during model development. Their brief description is as follows.
6
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Fig. 6. Route forming.

.4.1. Model database
The generated models are primarily stored to revert the system to an earlier knowledge (model) state. The models

re stored in the database as BSOD objects, a Binary JSON object used by MongoDB. Their structure is given by the
erialization function of the Keras built-in model. Additionally, the model database is also used by the prediction engine.
ach prediction is preceded by checking the database for the most recent model. Given a newer version is located, it is
sed for the prediction. Otherwise, the last known model is used by the prediction engine.

.4.2. Temporary database
The continuous flow of trajectory data is stored in a temporary database. The format of the trajectory data gives the

tructure of the stored data, which is loaded into the database post serialization. During training, samples previously
sed are automatically discarded by the workflow, as they have been previously built in the model. Such records are
ermanently erased once the efficacy of the newly generated model is assessed. If its accuracy is lower than that of the
atest one, the new model is discarded while the data used for training is preserved in the temporary database. Otherwise,
he new model is kept while the data used for its generation is erased.

.5. Controller

The Controller module performs management tasks that are prerequisites before the Train phase. This component is
esponsible for loading the latest model into the system to deserialize and load it into memory properly. After loading the
odel, it stores the metrics locally in memory, used for later comparison. Furthermore, it is also responsible for initializing

he system if no previous model has been generated yet.
7
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Fig. 7. The architecture of the LSTM autoencoder used in the methodology, which consists of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder generates the
encoded features learned by an input data function. A bridge then prepares the encoded outputs to be received by the decoder branch LSTM block.
The decoded features will be formed implemented by a TimeDistributed layer that multiplies the output by a matrix so that the dimension of the
output O equals the input dimension I (dim(I) = dim(O)), where the dimension of I is given by its width denoted with |Rjm|, 0 < j < (n + 1) − Γ ,
and height expressing the number of unique bus routes. Then, a vector of the size of ‘Route × 1’ appears on the output of the encoder branch,
which contains the encoded features. The bridge between the encoder and decoder is implemented as a RepeatVector that multiplies the encoded
output features to produce a matrix of a size of ‘Route × Sampling.’ The output of the decoder is brought to the same size as the input matrix by
additional matrix multiplication implemented using a TimeDistributed function. The condition of return sequences must be met for all the output
LSTM cells.

3.6. Input/output update

Our methodology employs Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), a type of recurrent neural network (RNN) capable of
learning order dependence in sequence prediction problems [71]. The LSTM network has a fixed number of input and
hidden layers by default. As the input dimension increases, the individual elements are shifted, giving space to new values.
In principle, no missing values occur on the input. However, in reality, this is seldom the case. Thus, we load empty inputs
as NaN rather than zeros during preprocessing, so no weights are optimized based on them. The structure of the input is
of the form of x = [R0, R1, . . . , Ri,NaN0, . . . ,NaNK ], where K denotes the maximum dimension of the input. This higher
ound was set based on pilot measurements at the time of proof of concept implementation. However, future study is
equired to investigate in detail how different sizes might affect system operation.

Assume that at time T the input is sorted as xT = [R0, R1, R5, R10, . . . , Ri,NaN0, . . . ,NaNK ], where data [R2, R4] and
[R6, R9] are missing. Then, inserting an out-of-order data, e.g., R3, into the dataset would yield a problem as it shifts the
preceding data points, eventually leading to erroneous prediction. That is, for R3 the prediction would be based on the
revious data of R5, while for R10, it would be based on NaN . We overcome this problem via mapping where the route
umber is not bound to the input location. Nonetheless, the mapped serial numbers assigned incrementally at new data
oint arrivals must be stored globally so that the correct position of the items is maintained across model updates.
Furthermore, before model training takes place, the input and output are assessed for a change compared to their

tates in the previous step. This can occur when a new bus route path (service) appears in the system that have not been
bserved before. That is, formally, input xT+1 = [R0, R1, . . . , Ri, Ri+1, . . . , Ri+k] at time T + 1 has increased in contrast to

xT = [R0, R1, . . . , Ri] at time T , where i, k ∈ Z+ denote the number of unique bus routes.

3.7. Train

The Train component is primarily responsible for model development. Besides, it also handles loads the latest model
into the memory for performance evaluation and, based on the results, model increment. Fig. 7 shows the generic
workflow used in our methodology. As discussed in Section 3.6, parameter K , whose value was estimated via pilot
easurements, determines the size of the LSTM input. The encoder–decoder LSTM network consists of an encoder and a
ecoder. The first LSTM layer implements the encoder responsible for reading the input sequences. The output of the LSTM
s a fixed-length vector that is the sequence interpreted by the model. The decoder receives the output of the encoder as
nput that is first reformatted to produce the same input for the two LSTM layers. We use a RepeatVector to achieve this.
t produces the output of the encoder into a sequence at each period. The network then passes the data to the decoder
STM layer. The output of the decoder layer is then passed to a TimeDistributed layer which produces the corresponding
utput. This is the next estimated vehicle speed on a given bus route.
Prior to submitting the data to the neural network in Fig. 7, data transformation is performed, which produces time

eries. This transformation is implemented through the following matrix operations. In Eqs. (7)–(9), v identifies a given
ath in Rvw , while w determines the given sampling moment. A matrix of n × m is generated for data received during
eaching. Parameter n is the generated data point, and m equals the number of different bus paths. Then, the data point
s expressed as

Dn×m
=

⎡⎢⎣R11 . . . R1m
...

. . .
...

⎤⎥⎦ . (7)

Rn1 . . . Rnm

8
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To generate the input and output vectors, two additional parameters were required that determine the size of the input
nd output sequence. We introduce Γ for the input that specifies the number of samples included in the data prepared
or teaching. Similarly, θ determines the output size, which is the matrix generated during prediction.

Let matrix Ij identify the input matrix j formulated as

IΓ ×m
j =

⎡⎢⎣ Rj1 . . . Rjm
...

. . .
...

RΓ 1 . . . RΓ m

⎤⎥⎦ , (8)

where 0 < j < (n + 1) − Γ and j ∈ Z+ is consistently met, and let matrix Oj denote the output j (which is the prediction
or input Ij), formally

Oθ×m
j =

⎡⎢⎣R(j+1)1 . . . R(j+1)m
...

. . .
...

Rθ1 . . . Rθm

⎤⎥⎦ . (9)

Then, the total input vector I and the output vector O are produced as

I =

⎡⎢⎣ I0
...

I(n+1)−Γ

⎤⎥⎦ , O =

⎡⎢⎣ O0
...

O(n+1)−Γ

⎤⎥⎦ . (10)

3.8. Evaluate model

The Evaluate Model component invokes the metric evaluation for the previous and new models stored in the Model
Database. The output of evaluation is their determined accuracy. The new model is stored if it yields better performance
than the previous model. There could be an unlikely scenario where newmodels underperform, preventing model updates.
We overcome such an obstacle via a threshold, which sets a higher bound to unsuccessful attempts to update the
model. Nonetheless, depending on the configuration of this threshold, the new model is either stored via the Save Model
component replacing the previous one or dropped via the Drop Model component.

3.9. Save model

Save Model is responsible for storing the trained models. It first serializes the new model and uploads it to the Model
Database. Specifically, it replaces the last stored model with an incremental version. A mapping table is also stored in the
Model Database to assign each bus route correctly. Then, the data used during training is deleted from the Temporary
Database. This component also frees up the memory and erases the environment variables. Finally, once the component
accomplishes all the tasks associated with model saving, the system proceeds to the next iteration.

3.10. Drop model

Suppose the Evaluate Model determines the new model is insufficient. In that case, the Drop Model component deletes
the generated model and clears the memory by erasing all data loaded for training, including pertaining cached data in
other components. Then the system proceeds to the next iteration.

4. Evaluation

This Section presents the evaluation results achieved by varying model training and configuration parameters. To assess
the efficacy of our solution in real-world conditions, we performed our evaluation using real data obtained from the
public transport service of the city Pécs. Our evaluation assessed two main aspects of the solution: the impact of epochs
on the training time vs. model accuracy and congestion detection accuracy relative to actual traffic flow conditions. In
what follows, we briefly introduce the dataset, preliminaries that emerged during the analysis of the dataset, and the
overview of the metrics used. Then, we present the results achieved in a real-world application and challenges related to
incremental learning and data collection we had to overcome.

4.1. Dataset

We examined the efficacy of our solution in the city of Pécs [72], the fifth largest city of Hungary. The estimated
population of Pécs is around 148 000 with a density of 909 people/km2, while its area covers 16277 hectares (162.8
9
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Fig. 8. Spatial coverage of the dataset relative to the urban area of Pécs.

Table 1
Sample of the bus GPS dataset.
vehicle_ID run_ID timestamp GPS_H GPS_V Velocity [km/h]

228 11273 2020–05–05 00:00:01 65478406 165834613 21,599998
322 11242 2020–05–05 00:02:11 65643159 165840092 0
251 10800 2020–05–05 00:03:25 65634686 165834956 39,599998
322 192 2020–05–05 04:25:49 65608827 165841521 0
239 253095 2020–05–05 04:52:30 65624345 165729034 21,599998

Table 2
The structure of bus data used for evaluation.
ID Data type Description

vehicle_ID integer Unique identifier of a specific vehicle
run_ID integer Unique identifier of a specific route
timestamp string Time of observation
GPS_H integer Long. coordinate in 1000 angular seconds
GPS_V integer Lat. coordinate in 1000 angular seconds
velocity float Vehicle speed in km/h

km2). Within the administrative borders of Pécs, TükeBusz Zrt. [73] provides scheduled public transportation services.
t the time of evaluation, the fleet consisted of 202 buses that transported passengers on the 300 km long network.
he company operates 59 daytime lines and a frequent night bus service to help citizens get around. TükeBusz Co. has
ecently introduced its GPS-based bus tracking system that allows real-time vehicle monitoring for location and various
perational conditions, including temperature, door status, heating/cooling, and engine.
The dataset we used in our evaluation is a spatiotemporal representation of the city traffic, which sufficiently reflects

he travel and mobility patterns in light, moderate, and heavy traffic conditions, covering weekdays, a public holiday, and
eekends. The dataset consists of complete GPS traces of all of the buses throughout the city day-wise over a period
f eight days, from August 15, 2019 to August 22, 2019. Fig. 8 shows the spatial coverage of the dataset relative to the
rban area of the city. Table 1 shows a sample of the trajectories describing the bus movements, while Table 2 provides
omplementary information, including vehicle_ID, run_ID, timestamp, GPS_H, GPS_V, and velocity (note that additional
ata provided by the sensors were excluded as they were not used). These features serve as input for our congestion
etection system based on incremental learning.
10
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Fig. 9. Interpretative example of bus stop labels for a selected route.

.2. Preliminaries and methodology

Our preliminary assessment has revealed that not all bus routes in the dataset had enough data for training. Such
outes were typically associated with services to rural areas of the city. By excluding these routes, we concluded to use 50
ifferent bus routes in the evaluation. We also observed significantly lower data for August 20, which is State Foundation
ay, a national holiday in Hungary. As the data have not yielded sufficient configuration in our preliminary measurements
nd thus, no congestion detection could be performed, we transferred them to be included for the consecutive day.
It is important to note that bus stops might be interpreted by the model as locations of congestion. To appropriately

andled such data points, it was necessary to identify and label the location of the stops so that the likely occurrence
f false positives can be avoided. To this end, we employed the trip progress mapping - trajectory splitting technique
ntroduced by [66]. Specifically, we first separated the GPS records by route, identifier, and date, which were mapped to
us stop sequences. Then, we split them into different trajectories where each trajectory represented a bus run from start
o end stations. Finally, we also removed the idle points from these trajectories, to handle outliers better. Fig. 9 shows an
nterpretative example of the labeled bus stops of a selected route (2/2 A) in the dataset.

The methodology of the evaluation was as follows. We processed the data day by day. To this end, we processed the
rajectories of a day followed by a prediction for the next day. Then, once we examined the accuracy of the model, we
ed the system with data of the consecutive day, followed by another prediction for the next day, repeating this process
teratively. Performance evaluation took place post accomplishing all the measurements/detections.

.3. Metrics

In what follows, we briefly overview the metrics used to assess the performance of our solution.

.3.1. Root-mean square error
We evaluated the system using the Root-Mean Square Error (RMSE) by considering the median values for all the

xamined routes. The RMSE for the ith route is determined via

RMSEi =

√
E((θ̂i − θi)2), (11)

here θ represents the true value and θ̂ denotes the estimated value. Once we determined each RMSE value for the
outes, we also specified the RMSE of the whole system for the given day, expressed for n routes as

RMSE =

∑n
i=1 RMSEi

n
. (12)

ccordingly, RMSE measures the standard deviation of residuals.

.3.2. Mean absolute error
Similar to RMSE, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) determines the error rate of diverse bus paths, expressed for the

hole system as

MAE =

∑n
i=1(

1
n ×

∑n
i=1 |θi − θ̂i|)

n
, (13)

here θ denotes the true value, θ̂ denotes the estimated value, and n indicates the number of different bus paths. In other
words, MEA measures the average of the residuals in the dataset.
11
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4.3.3. Accuracy
Accuracy is the ratio of correctly predicted observation to the total observations, formally expressed as

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
. (14)

.3.4. Relative congestion state index
In the absence of the parameters in Eqs. (1)–(4), we define a new congestion metric. In the congestion detection

rocedure, the value determined by the prediction is compared with the actual measured value at the power of e, making
difference for the bus running on the ith route as

Ci = 1/(1 + exp
(
−

θ − θ̂i

θ̂i

)
). (15)

y distorting the sigmoid function, we get a state on a closed interval [0; 1] whose values can be classified into the
ollowing categories

RCSIi =

⎧⎨⎩
congestion, if Ci < 1

2 − ϵ

speeding, if Ci > 1
2 + ϵ

average, else,
(16)

here Si indicates the state of the ith path, similar to that in SPI (cf. Eq. (2)). The epsilon variable in the formula is
he error parameter used to shift the boundaries of each category relative to each other. By selecting this parameter, the
ategorization can be adapted to the predictive capabilities of the model. This creates a maximum margin distance relative
o which a positive or negative displacement determines the state of the vehicle.

.4. Results

We examined the impact of training relative to the resource capacity of the testbed (2 CPUs and 6 GB of memory).
o this end, we started with a low epoch whose number we systematically increased. With 15 epochs, we observed that
he resource requirements of the system and the time required for training (incremental learning) were relatively low
hile achieving resonable results. However, 150 epochs resulted in a relatively high duration between iterations, bringing
considerable delay into the operation of the system. Epochs over 150 did not significantly improve the performance

ndices. Thus, we determined epochs 15 and 150 as grounds for further evaluation. These resulted in 4 981.8 s (for 15
pochs) and 32 383.2 s (for 150 epochs), respectively, in terms of cost, giving tight bounds to the use case, especially
ractical applicability.

.4.1. RMSE and MAE
As discussed in Section 4.3, the output of the network is measured alongside the RMSE and MSE metrics. Using RMSE,

e determine the standard deviation of residuals, while using MAE, we specify the average of the residuals in the dataset.
ig. 10 shows the measurement results broken into six days, where the left box is formed of the values corresponding to 15
pochs, while the right box to 150 epochs. Furthermore, complementary information is provided in Table 3, specifically the
inimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, variance, and median for each epoch configuration, providing additional

nsights.
From the RMSE results, we find that with 15 epochs, the line of best fit can be drawn at approximately the same

istance in each incremental step, suggesting insufficient learning based on future data points, coming short of prediction
mprovement capability. This is also evident from Table 3, where the mean metric remains in around the same range
f magnitude, from 30.13 on day one up to 29.65 units on day seven. It is noteworthy that the intermediate variability
as negligible for each day, ranging from [0.02; 0.57] in terms of the mean metric. Nevertheless, when examining the
volution of the model through the lens of standard deviation, with a nearly identical average RMSE value, it decreased
rom the initial 3.81 to 3.49, while the variance improved by 19.59%.

In light of the above mentioned, we can conclude that the model has improved and become more accurate, as the actual
tandard speed of the vehicle can be predicted better due to the smaller standard deviation. However, this significant
mprovement has manifested in a substantial drop in the number of epochs. The initial average (which was already lower
han 15 epochs) decreased from 27.26 to 8.48. This improvement can be observed along a well-described curve in the arc
f Fig. 10. Thus, despite the improvement in the mean, variance has decreased (from 13.51 to 11.20), while the standard
eviation for ’Day 7’ has not exceeded 3.35. As such, the standard deviation is still high enough (quantified for the 150
poch, the improvement over the average is 221.46%) to lead to errors when predicting in residential areas (where the
aximum permitted speed is typically 20 km/h in Pécs). The observed standard deviation for the ’Day 7’ iteration is due

o the very high maximum, which is 15.49, and the minimum is 1.49. There is a significant difference between the two,
lso comparable to the average. That is, the difference is 14.00 in this case, while the average is 8.48.
It is worth looking at the MAE values to accurately determine the actual km/h difference between the individual

ases. We found that despite the improvement in RMSE, the km/h difference between the prediction and the actual value
12
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Fig. 10. Measurement results alongside the RMSE and MSE metrics broken into six days, where the left box is formed of the values corresponding
to 15 epochs, while the right box to 150 epochs.

Table 3
Quantitative expression of the minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, variance, and median for each epoch configuration, complementing
Fig. 10.
Epoch Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 6 Day 7

15 150 15 150 15 150 15 150 15 150 15 150

Minimum RMSE 23.60 20.60 23.03 18.03 22.63 13.63 30.09 9.91 21.81 3.81 22.49 1.49
MAE 20.07 20.01 20.13 20.14 19.91 19.71 20.83 15.53 16.04 13.84 15.05 7.48

Maximum RMSE 41.89 39.61 38.32 33.30 41.29 41.86 30.09 29.00 38.03 19.25 38.34 15.49
MAE 39.61 33.03 36.86 36.82 35.10 35.09 37.54 31.51 35.38 29.94 35.33 21.00

Average RMSE 30.13 27.26 30.19 25.13 30.22 21.29 30.09 16.13 29.71 11.34 29.65 8.48
MAE 26.43 25.35 26.45 26.08 26.47 25.56 26.54 24.85 25.78 23.66 25.86 14.24

StandardDeviation RMSE 3.81 3.67 3.85 3.82 3.87 4.79 0.00 3.98 3.57 3.30 3.49 3.35
MAE 3.67 2.68 3.67 4.03 3.52 3.50 3.88 4.06 3.49 4.17 3.7 3.64

Variance RMSE 14.53 13.51 14.85 14.61 14.94 22.91 0.00 15.84 12.73 10.91 12.15 11.21
MAE 13.45 7.16 13.46 16.24 12.46 12.42 15.02 16.47 12.19 17.40 13.67 13.26

Median RMSE 29.95 27.00 30.28 25.25 30.00 20.90 30.09 16.01 29.48 11.41 29.87 8.82
MAE 26.38 25.45 26.47 25.35 26.41 25.20 25.91 25.28 25.63 24.89 26.14 13.76

averages around 26.43 km/h for the 15 epochs for each day with a standard deviation of 3.50. However, for the 150 epoch
cycles, the MAE values decrease according to the curve observed in the RMSE (the curve descends more slowly than the
RMSE). Ultimately, in the ’Day 7’ iteration, the prediction reaches a state where we could only predict with a difference of
7.48 km/h from the actual value in the minimum case. Furthermore, on average, the difference was 14.24 km/h, implying
that such a magnitude will not be perceived during prediction, as the condition of the vehicle falls into the appropriate
category correctly due to the categorization and margin of error. We also find that the median of the 15 and 150 epochs
moves together starting from the ’Day 1’ iteration (where the median of 15 epochs was 26.38, while the median of 150
epochs was 25.45) up to ’Day 6’ iteration. Then, a significant improvement of 89.97% can be observed for ’Day 7’ in the
case of 150 epochs (the median value for 15 epochs is 26.14 and 13.76 for 150 epochs). We can conclude that for all
days, RMSE > MAE (in terms of their median) for both short- and long-term training, implying variation in the errors.
Individual median values are typically 5 to 10 units lower among the MAE results. However, this measured value is not
significant enough to indicate the presence of substantial errors.

Based on the measurement results, we conclude that the model could sufficiently learn for each learning iteration with
both 15 and 150 epoch parameter configurations. In terms of the mean, this learning constitutes a 1.62% improvement for
15 epochs, while 221.46% for 150 epochs. Undoubtedly, the configuration with 15 epochs yielded a lower improvement
compared to that with 150 epochs. This suggests that an epoch number converging as much to 150 epochs as possible
should be the ultimate goal to produce the best results. To this end, the resource capacity and hardware configuration of
the runtime environment play a vital role as they seem to substantiate the online operation of incremental learning.

4.4.2. Accuracy
The congestion detection diagram using the resulting model is shown in Fig. 11. The blue line indicates the speed of

each bus approaching the specified route. These bus velocities expressed in km/h were first used to train a model. The
13
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Fig. 11. The evolution of prediction accuracy of bus congestion over time relative to velocity.

odel was then used to predict the speed at which the vehicle was expected to travel for the given period (the period was
etermined by the volatility of the speed, as discussed in Section 3.7). Next, knowing the prediction and RSCIi, the margin
f ϵ — that is, the traffic congestion — was determined using Eq. (16). In Fig. 11, the red dots indicate these congestion
etection locations derived from the percentage difference between the predicted speed and the actual speed, obtained
ia Eq. (15). Lastly, the expected speed and direction of acceleration/deceleration are denoted in yellow dashed lines.
otably, the yellow line indicates the curvature to which if we were to fit the error with a maximum margin of ϵ, that
ould be the range within which we predict the ‘average’ RSCI state. Exceeding this radius towards the positive y-axis
ould yield ‘speeding,’ otherwise, it would indicate congestion. It is noteworthy that time synchronization is also crucial.
o this end, the sampling moment must match the training time of a given day, which we achieved by GPS trajectory
apping.
We examined the efficacy of the better-performing model in terms of accuracy (i.e., the one obtained with 150 epochs)

sing the condition test formula introduced in Section 4.3.4. In doing so, we set the error rate to 0.15 by configuring the
parameter. The congestion indicator in our evaluation was satisfied via RSCIi = congestion if RSCIi ∈ [0; 1

2 − ϵ(:= 0.15)].
From Fig. 11, we find that the model expected a linear acceleration/deceleration. The accuracy of the system for

redicting congestion points was 82.37% (we obtained 68.11% for the 15 epoch configuration, which is significantly lower).
his represents a considerable precision with room for improvement and optimization. At this stage, further optimization
an be achieved in several ways, such as fine-tuning the ϵ parameter and systematically adjusting the number of epochs
nd hyperparameters of the network layers.

.4.3. Utilization comparison
We also examined the CPU, memory, and energy consumption of our incremental learning approach over a period of

ime compared to a hypothetical traditional learning solution. To this end, we adjusted our incremental learning prototype
o process the entire dataset at once, commonly employed across existing traditional learning solutions [65,67–69]. To
chieve more realistic results for the comparison, we kept the architecture of the LSTM autoencoder with its encoder
nd decoder intact, as introduced in Fig. 7. Furthermore, we performed the comparison using the hardware configuration
iscussed earlier in Section 4.4. In what follows, we present the achieved results.
Fig. 12 shows the CPU and memory utilization relative to time of our incremental solution (denoted with a green

ash-dotted line) versus a traditional learning approach (denoted with a red line). In both Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), the x-axis
hows the sampling expressed in seconds, while the y-axis shows the percentage of the used resources. Our incremental
earning approach loaded the data in 1000 batches to train the models periodically. In contrast, for the traditional
earning approach, the dataset for the entire week under study was loaded at once for model training. Consequently,
he incremental learning approach took longer to finish than traditional learning. Specifically, the total run time for
ncremental learning was 3 h and 16 min, as opposed to the traditional learning approach, which finished in 1 h and
min. Note that Fig. 12 shows only the period that provides comparable results, while the rest of the incremental learning
pproach being omitted for better visualization and comprehension. Nonetheless, the omitted part of incremental learning
howed a similar pattern to that recorded in the range of [0; 4000].
From 12(a), we find that the traditional learning approach was more CPU-intensive when training using the entire

ataset between time steps 3764 and 3849, with the utilization peaking at 95.7%. In contrast, the maximum CPU utilization
f incremental learning was lower, specifically 63.3%, though approaching this value repeatedly throughout the evaluation.
he pattern for incremental learning results from a learning data batch size of 1000 iteratively repeated, causing the
pikes in the graph. The slight variations in the volatilities of the curve are inherently caused by factors such as the
PU temperature and the additional load on the processor generated by background processes and schedulers of the
14
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Fig. 12. CPU and memory utilization of incremental learning vs. traditional learning.

Fig. 13. Energy consumption of the processes.

perating system. Increasing the trajectory data batch size by additional 1000 samples would certainly increase CPU load
s learning on a more extensive dataset causes more resources to be consumed. In contrast, decreasing the batch size
ould undoubtedly lead to lower CPU utilization. Considering the observed behavior, additional CPU load optimization
an be achieved by distributed learning [74], alleviating the CPU from being under a constant high load. It is also worth
entioning that, in contrast to traditional learning, our solution is ready to make predictions sooner. This is due to the
atch size of 1000 samples vs. the entire dataset required to be processed before prediction can start. This is the cause of
he lower CPU utilization of the traditional learning approach ranging between 12.5% and 27.5% denoted with a red line
bservable in Fig. 12(a) since data reading is a memory-intensive process, which loads the CPU less.
Fig. 12(b) shows the memory occupancy by the two approaches with the green dash-dotted line denoting our

ncremental approach and the red line denoting the traditional learning approach. From Fig. 12(b), we find that the
aximummemory usage during incremental learning was 15.03%. In contrast, the traditional learning approach consumed
p to 71.23% of the allocated memory. Upon extracting the learned model, an additional jump in the consumption can be
bserved, with a memory peak of 75.71%, caused by writing the model to the underlying persistent storage. In the case of
ncremental learning, such additional memory overhead is not observable upon extracting the model as it is loaded to the
emory at the first iteration, with the space reserved allocated for this model throughout the entire incremental learning
rocess. In summary, the traditional learning approach with such high data volatility occupied 503.72% more memory
han the incremental approach, where the previous unit of information was deleted immediately after processing. Thus,
ncremental learning showed superior performance in terms of memory utilization.

At last, Fig. 13 shows the energy consumption of the two approaches expressed in Watts measured using the
odeCarbon [75] Python package. From Fig. 13, we find a broadening tendency of the two lines due to the higher CPU and
emory load of traditional learning (denoted with a red line). Consequently, our incremental learning approach (denoted
ith a green dash-dotted line) required less energy, with its energy efficacy becoming only more distinctive over time.
t time step 4000, we find that incremental learning consumed 24.99% fewer Watts than traditional learning. However,
t is important to note that incremental learning took longer to accomplish (running for a total of 11 785 s omitted in
ig. 13). Thus, its overall energy consumption eventually surpassed the requirements of traditional learning by 122.43%.
15
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Nevertheless, further studies are needed to assess the long-term environmental impact of using incremental learning over
traditional learning, which was out of the scope of this present research. For example, the energy consumption assessment
of our evaluation did not consider additional critical factors impacting the results, such as data collection and delivery
resource demands.

Considering the observed results, our incremental learning approach outperformed traditional learning in terms of
PU, memory, and energy utilization for the period under study. There is certainly a trade-off between higher energy
onsumption for a lower time period of traditional learning vs. lower energy consumption for a longer time period
f incremental learning. In fact, the same applies to the CPU and memory utilization of the two approaches. On the
ne hand, one could train with traditional learning for a longer period but with higher CPU and memory demands. On
he other hand, one could train with incremental learning for a lower period but under a constant and lower CPU and
emory requirement. The latter is particularly beneficial if there is no dedicated hardware for the machine responsible

or the learning process, with other processes competing for the same resources. Furthermore, it is also advantageous
or constrained IoT devices, including intelligent transportation system components. With training being moved from the
loud to the edge commonly seen across recent advances in IoT solutions [76,77], low resource consumption capabilities
ecomes crucial.

. Challenges and considerations for scalable traffic management

In today’s rapidly evolving data landscape, machine learning systems must be scalable, adaptable, and able to handle
ast amounts of data. This section will explore some of the challenges that arise in developing such systems, and the
onsiderations that must be taken into account to ensure their success.

.1. Scalability

The scalability of our solution is intended to address the diversity and volume of data. To this end, the architectural
esign discussed in Section 3 has identified two different scalability issues. From Fig. 7, we find that the bus paths
re represented as a heterogeneous two-dimensional matrix along vertical and horizontal directions. We cannot impose
omogeneity in either direction since that would force the introduction of constraints compromising the scalability, fast
mplementation, and applicability of the solution.

Vertical scalability of our solution refers to the system’s capability to adapt to the occurrence of new paths in the
atrix structure. In other words, when a new bus path is observed, an additive element is created alongside the existing
nes, which will affect the weight values of neurons not yet trained by the model. This was demonstrated earlier
n Section 3.6, where the matrix object is populated with ’’NaN‘‘ values as a function of the maximum dimension number.
he consequence of this kind of scalability is that model weights become updateable without directly changing the model
tself (no new model creation required), and thus, losing the hyperparameters of the previous model can be avoided.

By horizontal scalability, we refer to our quantitative problem-oriented approach to data. If we were to explicitly
pecify that no learning can begin unless a constant numerical value of trajectory data is observed for each path, model
raining would be delayed indefinitely, eventually losing the scalability of the data input from a horizontal viewpoint. In
ontrast, our solution operates with no such constraint as it adapts to the variable length of data points per bus paths.
onsequently, when the system has available resources (that is no active learning cycle running and the previous model
as been saved), learning can start immediately without entering an idle state. Due to the matrix operations, a minimum
onstraint must certainly be definitive on the horizontal data information. However, that can be derived from the number
f bus paths.
In conclusion, scalability in our work does not refer to the traditional sense of the word, i.e., scaling up/down by

dding/removing nodes/resources typical for systems such as cloud computing. We instead wish to express a state or
bility of machine learning models to expand in tandem with streaming data for model evolution and faster convergence,
imply expressed as ‘its ability to scale’. Traditional ML-based approaches discussed in Section 2.4, especially deep learning
olutions, typically fix the structure of the model network in advance and cannot be changed during the training process.
etermining certain parameters, such as depth, can be challenging when working with streaming data since the full
raining set is not available at the start of the learning task. This poses a significant challenge for traditional learning
ethods. However, in our incremental setting, different depths can be applied to different numbers of instances, making

t a more scalable approach. This allows for greater flexibility in adapting to the available data and can lead to improved
erformance.

.2. Challenges in incremental learning

Despite IL has been shown practicable, catastrophic forgetting [78] and concept drifts [79] remains long-standing
hallenges. Suppose a model hbase is trained using n classes. If this model is updated with m new classes to form hnew ,
he new model is expected to perform reliably on the set of n + m classes. However, in practice, this is seldom the case
since the performance of predicting old classes n typically drops radically because of the lack of old classes when training
with new data [37], yielding the phenomenon of catastrophic forgetting. In this work, we use NaN filling to address this
16
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challenge (cf. Section 3.6). Consequently, the weights for the bus routes that have not observed trajectory data are kept
ntact, preventing catastrophic forgetting.

In the real world, data distribution of learned classes (hbase) is likely to change [80], causing concept drifts. Concept in
classification is defined as the joint distribution P(X, Y ), where X is the input data and Y denotes the target variable [81].
Suppose a model is trained on data streams by time t with joint distribution P(Xt , Yt ) and let P(Xn, Yn) representing the
joint distribution of old classes in future data streams [37]. Concept drift occurs when P(Xt , Yt ) ̸= P(Xn, Yn). Concept
drift inevitably leads to performance degradation. In this work, we maximize the size of the intersection to mitigate this
problem such that depending on the different paths, if there are new ones in Xn, but Xt has a common intersection (the
two are not disjunct and |Xn| > |Xt |), the input size is updated by the number of new paths in Xn. If |Xn| < |Xt |, we append
NaN records at the appropriate position in the array so that the two become equivalent in size. If |Xn| ≡ |Xt |, no action is
required.

Processing data and detecting congestion with low duration is highly preferred. However, since Pécs is a relatively
small city, iterations with lower periods did not yield sufficient data for reliable congestion detection. In this trade-off, we
prioritized evaluating our solution in real-world operational conditions over an assessment that, despite providing higher
granularity, also contains more synthetic data. Furthermore, there is also a lack of a publicly accessible labeled dataset
(i.e., a ground truth) that could be used to evaluate our congestion detection technique. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no publicly available dataset with reliable labels indicating congested periods of traffic flows.

With granularity, additional challenges might arise. Suppose the bus data points coming from the OBU are not frequent
enough. In that case, the system might abstract the driving style of specific drivers, yielding a problem as ϵ error might
not be enough to compensate for the aggressiveness of the learned data. This can consequently lead to an accuracy drop in
predictions. Ideally, different driving styles can be blended to produce a set of training data that can adequately represent
various driving styles.

5.3. Challenges in data collection

Collecting data for intelligent transport systems and urban traffic management can present significant challenges in
terms of legal, technical, and technological aspects.

One of the major legal challenges is compliance with data protection regulations, such as the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union. This regulation sets strict guidelines for the collection, storage, and processing
of personal data. The use of cameras and other sensors to collect traffic data can be considered as personal data, and as
such, must comply with GDPR. This can add complexity to the data collection process and may require obtaining explicit
consent from individuals or using anonymization techniques to protect privacy.

Another legal challenge is related to ownership and access to data. In urban areas, data may be collected by different
public and private entities, such as city authorities, transportation companies, and private sensor owners. Obtaining access
to all the sensor data can be bureaucratic and complex. Moreover, data access agreements and data-sharing policies must
be established between these entities to ensure data interoperability and data quality.

From a technical perspective, data collection can be challenging due to the heterogeneous nature of the data sources.
Data may be collected from various sensors, such as cameras, GPS, and accelerometers, which may have different data
formats and sampling rates. Integrating these data sources and normalizing the data to a common format can be a
significant challenge. In addition, the reliability and quality of the data may be an issue, as sensors can be prone to failure
or malfunctions. The calibration of sensors and maintenance of data collection infrastructure can also be a challenge, as
it requires significant resources and expertise.

In addition, it is often observed that only a small fraction of the hundreds or thousands of sensors implemented, such as
loop detectors and OBUs, are actually functional. This limited number of operating sensors is typically due to insufficient
funding for maintenance and upgrades of the measurement equipment. As a result, researchers and professionals are
often forced to rely on artificial and simulated data to conduct their studies, as obtaining real-world, high-resolution data
with labels is a significant challenge.

Lastly, from a technological perspective, there are challenges related to the processing and analysis of the collected
data. The sheer volume of data generated by sensors and other sources can be overwhelming, and processing and analyzing
this data in real-time requires specialized computing infrastructure and algorithms.

5.4. Applicability

Our method for urban traffic bus congestion detection and prediction was evaluated using real-world data obtained
from the city of Pécs. Although Pécs is a smaller city, we believe that our approach has the potential to be adapted
for use in cities of different sizes, such as Budapest. However, the practical implementation of our solution may present
greater challenges in larger cities that must be considered. The legal, technical, and technological complexities discussed in
Section 5.3 can be certainly more significant in larger cities. From our experience, legal challenges are the most significant
obstacle to the application of traffic management systems. While data collection in larger cities may require more careful
attention to ethical and privacy considerations due to the potentially higher heterogeneity of the data, and processing a
massive volume of measurement data may demand more significant resource capacities, accessing data from different
17
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sensors that fall under the jurisdiction of different legal entities can create bureaucratic hurdles that can hinder the
application of a traffic management system the most.

Despite these obstacles, we believe that our method can still be applied to larger cities with careful planning and
ollaboration with relevant stakeholders. The use of incremental learning, coupled with stream processing, makes our
olution more adaptable and scalable for application in larger cities with diverse and complex traffic conditions, enabling
eal-time analysis of bus congestion and prediction. However, it is important to carefully consider the legal, technical, and
echnological aspects of data usage, including obtaining informed consent and ensuring data privacy.

Furthermore, our proposed method has diverse applicability beyond congestion detection in public transport systems,
ncluding traffic flow prediction and optimization. By leveraging the long-term temporal dependency captured by our
STM model, our solution can provide a more reliable basis for traffic management decision-making. In conclusion, with
areful planning and collaboration, our solution can be adapted to different contexts and contribute to improving public
ransport services.

. Conclusion

Traditional machine learning approaches run off-line while assuming all training data are available from the beginning.
owever, the world is non-stationary, and the semantics and the distribution of the observed data keep changing. The
nability to run on realistic timescales can yield models that perform poorly in non-stationary scenarios.

This study confirmed that the designed incremental learning methodology can overcome this problem and is sufficient
or modeling congestion detection using trajectory data. Our evaluation showed that sufficient detection efficacy, 82.37%,
an be achieved in a relatively short time. We also showed that the average RMSE metric improves exponentially
ith an increasing epoch number, thereby further increasing the accuracy of congestion detection. This improvement
uantitatively accounts for 1.62% in the case of the 15 epoch and 221.46% in the case of the 150 epoch configuration,
mplying the capability of our solution to evolve over time. Regarding resource consumption in a real-world application,
e observed a trade-off between higher energy consumption for a lower time period of traditional learning vs. lower
nergy consumption for a longer time period of incremental learning. However, our approach still promises better efficacy
han traditional learning, especially in constrained environments, like in systems with the logic being moved to the edge.

The advantage of the presented approach is its ability to work with real-time data. As the evaluation demonstrated,
ur solution is ready to make predictions sooner than traditional learning-based approaches. Additionally, our solution’s
calability lies in its capability to adapt to both the occurrence of new bus paths and the variable length of data points
er bus path. It also reduces the computational burden, and in doing so, it avoids re-training the models from scratch
hen new data are available. Furthermore, although in this work we explored the efficacy of incremental learning in the
omain of public transportation optimization, our solution is universal, and so it can be potentially deployed in other
isciplines, such as computer network traffic engineering and anomaly detection.
We plan to extend the solution to publicly available labeled taxi trajectory data in future work. We also aim to measure

more extended time interval to obtain more insights into the operation of the system. Examining other models in the
resented architectural framework, including CNN-LSTM-based model, bidirectional-LSTM, CNN-bidirectional-LSTM, also
elong among our future goals.
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